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1) Voltage Protection
The relay is equipped with an independent over, 2 step over (U>, U>>) and under voltage supervision (U<, U<<)simultaneously with 
separately adjustable tripping values and delay times. Voltage measuring is 3-phase. In this process there is a continuous comparison of 
the line conductor voltages in case of a delta connection and of the phase voltages in case of a star connection with the preset limit

Values.

1.1) Under / Over voltage  (27/59)
Two thresholds are available for each function: each one can be independently activated or deactivated. For under / over voltage 
protections settings Refer table 3.

Block on under voltage (UlossBlk) in case of power failure is user selectable. if it is enable then for <10% of Un (Power Failure) under 
voltage protection will be blocked.

1.2) Zero Sequence Over voltage (Neutral Displacement) (59N) 
CSEPRO-F relays will operate from the zero sequence over voltage functions according to the VT configuration

 VT configuration=3Vpn + Vr, then the [59N] will operate based on the residual voltage measured on the relay terminals (Refer figure 7 
for connection diagram)

 VT configuration = 3Vpn, then [59N] will operate based on the zero sequence voltage

    
U0 = 1/3| (UL1+ UL2 + UL3) |   calculated internally.

      
1.3) Negative Sequence over voltage (47)
This function is based on the negative-sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally and displayed on the screen of 
the front panel: It is designed to detect any voltage unbalance condition.

    
U2=1/3| (UL1+a2UL2+aUL3)|

for negative sequence over voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

1.4) Positive Sequence Under voltage 
This function is based on the positive phase sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally.

    
U1=1/3|(UL1+aUL2+a2UL3)|

For positive sequence under voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

2) Trip Circuit Supervision (74TC)
This feature detects any anomalies in the circuit with the switch open or close. It detects trip circuit supply failure of circuit breaker, tripping 
mechanism failure like circuit breaker contact degeneration in wires, contacts and coils. Refer table–2 for this protections settings.

Automation
Protection Function Locking
Each protection function can be locked via a digital input as selected and assigned in HMI. 
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1) Voltage Protection
The relay is equipped with an independent over, 2 step over (U>, U>>) and under voltage supervision (U<, U<<)simultaneously with 
separately adjustable tripping values and delay times. Voltage measuring is 3-phase. In this process there is a continuous comparison of 
the line conductor voltages in case of a delta connection and of the phase voltages in case of a star connection with the preset limit

Values.

1.1) Under / Over voltage  (27/59)
Two thresholds are available for each function: each one can be independently activated or deactivated. For under / over voltage 
protections settings Refer table 3.

Block on under voltage (UlossBlk) in case of power failure is user selectable. if it is enable then for <10% of Un (Power Failure) under 
voltage protection will be blocked.

1.2) Zero Sequence Over voltage (Neutral Displacement) (59N) 
CSEPRO-F relays will operate from the zero sequence over voltage functions according to the VT configuration

 VT configuration=3Vpn + Vr, then the [59N] will operate based on the residual voltage measured on the relay terminals (Refer figure 7 
for connection diagram)

 VT configuration = 3Vpn, then [59N] will operate based on the zero sequence voltage

    
U0 = 1/3| (UL1+ UL2 + UL3) |   calculated internally.

      
1.3) Negative Sequence over voltage (47)
This function is based on the negative-sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally and displayed on the screen of 
the front panel: It is designed to detect any voltage unbalance condition.

    
U2=1/3| (UL1+a2UL2+aUL3)|

for negative sequence over voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

1.4) Positive Sequence Under voltage 
This function is based on the positive phase sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally.

    
U1=1/3|(UL1+aUL2+a2UL3)|

For positive sequence under voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

2) Trip Circuit Supervision (74TC)
This feature detects any anomalies in the circuit with the switch open or close. It detects trip circuit supply failure of circuit breaker, tripping 
mechanism failure like circuit breaker contact degeneration in wires, contacts and coils. Refer table–2 for this protections settings.

Automation
Protection Function Locking
Each protection function can be locked via a digital input as selected and assigned in HMI. 
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1) Voltage Protection
The relay is equipped with an independent over, 2 step over (U>, U>>) and under voltage supervision (U<, U<<)simultaneously with 
separately adjustable tripping values and delay times. Voltage measuring is 3-phase. In this process there is a continuous comparison of 
the line conductor voltages in case of a delta connection and of the phase voltages in case of a star connection with the preset limit

Values.

1.1) Under / Over voltage  (27/59)
Two thresholds are available for each function: each one can be independently activated or deactivated. For under / over voltage 
protections settings Refer table 3.

Block on under voltage (UlossBlk) in case of power failure is user selectable. if it is enable then for <10% of Un (Power Failure) under 
voltage protection will be blocked.

1.2) Zero Sequence Over voltage (Neutral Displacement) (59N) 
CSEPRO-F relays will operate from the zero sequence over voltage functions according to the VT configuration

 VT configuration=3Vpn + Vr, then the [59N] will operate based on the residual voltage measured on the relay terminals (Refer figure 7 
for connection diagram)

 VT configuration = 3Vpn, then [59N] will operate based on the zero sequence voltage

    
U0 = 1/3| (UL1+ UL2 + UL3) |   calculated internally.

      
1.3) Negative Sequence over voltage (47)
This function is based on the negative-sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally and displayed on the screen of 
the front panel: It is designed to detect any voltage unbalance condition.

    
U2=1/3| (UL1+a2UL2+aUL3)|

for negative sequence over voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

1.4) Positive Sequence Under voltage 
This function is based on the positive phase sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally.

    
U1=1/3|(UL1+aUL2+a2UL3)|

For positive sequence under voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

2) Trip Circuit Supervision (74TC)
This feature detects any anomalies in the circuit with the switch open or close. It detects trip circuit supply failure of circuit breaker, tripping 
mechanism failure like circuit breaker contact degeneration in wires, contacts and coils. Refer table–2 for this protections settings.

Automation
Protection Function Locking
Each protection function can be locked via a digital input as selected and assigned in HMI. 











































  





 






 

1) Voltage Protection
The relay is equipped with an independent over, 2 step over (U>, U>>) and under voltage supervision (U<, U<<)simultaneously with 
separately adjustable tripping values and delay times. Voltage measuring is 3-phase. In this process there is a continuous comparison of 
the line conductor voltages in case of a delta connection and of the phase voltages in case of a star connection with the preset limit

Values.

1.1) Under / Over voltage  (27/59)
Two thresholds are available for each function: each one can be independently activated or deactivated. For under / over voltage 
protections settings Refer table 3.

Block on under voltage (UlossBlk) in case of power failure is user selectable. if it is enable then for <10% of Un (Power Failure) under 
voltage protection will be blocked.

1.2) Zero Sequence Over voltage (Neutral Displacement) (59N) 
CSEPRO-F relays will operate from the zero sequence over voltage functions according to the VT configuration

 VT configuration=3Vpn + Vr, then the [59N] will operate based on the residual voltage measured on the relay terminals (Refer figure 7 
for connection diagram)

 VT configuration = 3Vpn, then [59N] will operate based on the zero sequence voltage

    
U0 = 1/3| (UL1+ UL2 + UL3) |   calculated internally.

      
1.3) Negative Sequence over voltage (47)
This function is based on the negative-sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally and displayed on the screen of 
the front panel: It is designed to detect any voltage unbalance condition.

    
U2=1/3| (UL1+a2UL2+aUL3)|

for negative sequence over voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

1.4) Positive Sequence Under voltage 
This function is based on the positive phase sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally.

    
U1=1/3|(UL1+aUL2+a2UL3)|

For positive sequence under voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

2) Trip Circuit Supervision (74TC)
This feature detects any anomalies in the circuit with the switch open or close. It detects trip circuit supply failure of circuit breaker, tripping 
mechanism failure like circuit breaker contact degeneration in wires, contacts and coils. Refer table–2 for this protections settings.

Automation
Protection Function Locking
Each protection function can be locked via a digital input as selected and assigned in HMI. 
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1) Voltage Protection
The relay is equipped with an independent over, 2 step over (U>, U>>) and under voltage supervision (U<, U<<)simultaneously with 
separately adjustable tripping values and delay times. Voltage measuring is 3-phase. In this process there is a continuous comparison of 
the line conductor voltages in case of a delta connection and of the phase voltages in case of a star connection with the preset limit

Values.

1.1) Under / Over voltage  (27/59)
Two thresholds are available for each function: each one can be independently activated or deactivated. For under / over voltage 
protections settings Refer table 3.

Block on under voltage (UlossBlk) in case of power failure is user selectable. if it is enable then for <10% of Un (Power Failure) under 
voltage protection will be blocked.

1.2) Zero Sequence Over voltage (Neutral Displacement) (59N) 
CSEPRO-F relays will operate from the zero sequence over voltage functions according to the VT configuration

 VT configuration=3Vpn + Vr, then the [59N] will operate based on the residual voltage measured on the relay terminals (Refer figure 7 
for connection diagram)

 VT configuration = 3Vpn, then [59N] will operate based on the zero sequence voltage

    
U0 = 1/3| (UL1+ UL2 + UL3) |   calculated internally.

      
1.3) Negative Sequence over voltage (47)
This function is based on the negative-sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally and displayed on the screen of 
the front panel: It is designed to detect any voltage unbalance condition.

    
U2=1/3| (UL1+a2UL2+aUL3)|

for negative sequence over voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

1.4) Positive Sequence Under voltage 
This function is based on the positive phase sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally.

    
U1=1/3|(UL1+aUL2+a2UL3)|

For positive sequence under voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

2) Trip Circuit Supervision (74TC)
This feature detects any anomalies in the circuit with the switch open or close. It detects trip circuit supply failure of circuit breaker, tripping 
mechanism failure like circuit breaker contact degeneration in wires, contacts and coils. Refer table–2 for this protections settings.

Automation
Protection Function Locking
Each protection function can be locked via a digital input as selected and assigned in HMI. 
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1) Voltage Protection
The relay is equipped with an independent over, 2 step over (U>, U>>) and under voltage supervision (U<, U<<)simultaneously with 
separately adjustable tripping values and delay times. Voltage measuring is 3-phase. In this process there is a continuous comparison of 
the line conductor voltages in case of a delta connection and of the phase voltages in case of a star connection with the preset limit

Values.

1.1) Under / Over voltage  (27/59)
Two thresholds are available for each function: each one can be independently activated or deactivated. For under / over voltage 
protections settings Refer table 3.

Block on under voltage (UlossBlk) in case of power failure is user selectable. if it is enable then for <10% of Un (Power Failure) under 
voltage protection will be blocked.

1.2) Zero Sequence Over voltage (Neutral Displacement) (59N) 
CSEPRO-F relays will operate from the zero sequence over voltage functions according to the VT configuration

 VT configuration=3Vpn + Vr, then the [59N] will operate based on the residual voltage measured on the relay terminals (Refer figure 7 
for connection diagram)

 VT configuration = 3Vpn, then [59N] will operate based on the zero sequence voltage

    
U0 = 1/3| (UL1+ UL2 + UL3) |   calculated internally.

      
1.3) Negative Sequence over voltage (47)
This function is based on the negative-sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally and displayed on the screen of 
the front panel: It is designed to detect any voltage unbalance condition.

    
U2=1/3| (UL1+a2UL2+aUL3)|

for negative sequence over voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

1.4) Positive Sequence Under voltage 
This function is based on the positive phase sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally.

    
U1=1/3|(UL1+aUL2+a2UL3)|

For positive sequence under voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

2) Trip Circuit Supervision (74TC)
This feature detects any anomalies in the circuit with the switch open or close. It detects trip circuit supply failure of circuit breaker, tripping 
mechanism failure like circuit breaker contact degeneration in wires, contacts and coils. Refer table–2 for this protections settings.

Automation
Protection Function Locking
Each protection function can be locked via a digital input as selected and assigned in HMI. 
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1) Voltage Protection
The relay is equipped with an independent over, 2 step over (U>, U>>) and under voltage supervision (U<, U<<)simultaneously with 
separately adjustable tripping values and delay times. Voltage measuring is 3-phase. In this process there is a continuous comparison of 
the line conductor voltages in case of a delta connection and of the phase voltages in case of a star connection with the preset limit

Values.

1.1) Under / Over voltage  (27/59)
Two thresholds are available for each function: each one can be independently activated or deactivated. For under / over voltage 
protections settings Refer table 3.

Block on under voltage (UlossBlk) in case of power failure is user selectable. if it is enable then for <10% of Un (Power Failure) under 
voltage protection will be blocked.

1.2) Zero Sequence Over voltage (Neutral Displacement) (59N) 
CSEPRO-F relays will operate from the zero sequence over voltage functions according to the VT configuration

 VT configuration=3Vpn + Vr, then the [59N] will operate based on the residual voltage measured on the relay terminals (Refer figure 7 
for connection diagram)

 VT configuration = 3Vpn, then [59N] will operate based on the zero sequence voltage

    
U0 = 1/3| (UL1+ UL2 + UL3) |   calculated internally.

      
1.3) Negative Sequence over voltage (47)
This function is based on the negative-sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally and displayed on the screen of 
the front panel: It is designed to detect any voltage unbalance condition.

    
U2=1/3| (UL1+a2UL2+aUL3)|

for negative sequence over voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

1.4) Positive Sequence Under voltage 
This function is based on the positive phase sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally.

    
U1=1/3|(UL1+aUL2+a2UL3)|

For positive sequence under voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

2) Trip Circuit Supervision (74TC)
This feature detects any anomalies in the circuit with the switch open or close. It detects trip circuit supply failure of circuit breaker, tripping 
mechanism failure like circuit breaker contact degeneration in wires, contacts and coils. Refer table–2 for this protections settings.

Automation
Protection Function Locking
Each protection function can be locked via a digital input as selected and assigned in HMI. 
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1) Voltage Protection
The relay is equipped with an independent over, 2 step over (U>, U>>) and under voltage supervision (U<, U<<)simultaneously with 
separately adjustable tripping values and delay times. Voltage measuring is 3-phase. In this process there is a continuous comparison of 
the line conductor voltages in case of a delta connection and of the phase voltages in case of a star connection with the preset limit

Values.

1.1) Under / Over voltage  (27/59)
Two thresholds are available for each function: each one can be independently activated or deactivated. For under / over voltage 
protections settings Refer table 3.

Block on under voltage (UlossBlk) in case of power failure is user selectable. if it is enable then for <10% of Un (Power Failure) under 
voltage protection will be blocked.

1.2) Zero Sequence Over voltage (Neutral Displacement) (59N) 
CSEPRO-F relays will operate from the zero sequence over voltage functions according to the VT configuration

 VT configuration=3Vpn + Vr, then the [59N] will operate based on the residual voltage measured on the relay terminals (Refer figure 7 
for connection diagram)

 VT configuration = 3Vpn, then [59N] will operate based on the zero sequence voltage

    
U0 = 1/3| (UL1+ UL2 + UL3) |   calculated internally.

      
1.3) Negative Sequence over voltage (47)
This function is based on the negative-sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally and displayed on the screen of 
the front panel: It is designed to detect any voltage unbalance condition.

    
U2=1/3| (UL1+a2UL2+aUL3)|

for negative sequence over voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

1.4) Positive Sequence Under voltage 
This function is based on the positive phase sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally.

    
U1=1/3|(UL1+aUL2+a2UL3)|

For positive sequence under voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

2) Trip Circuit Supervision (74TC)
This feature detects any anomalies in the circuit with the switch open or close. It detects trip circuit supply failure of circuit breaker, tripping 
mechanism failure like circuit breaker contact degeneration in wires, contacts and coils. Refer table–2 for this protections settings.

Automation
Protection Function Locking
Each protection function can be locked via a digital input as selected and assigned in HMI. 
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1) Voltage Protection
The relay is equipped with an independent over, 2 step over (U>, U>>) and under voltage supervision (U<, U<<)simultaneously with 
separately adjustable tripping values and delay times. Voltage measuring is 3-phase. In this process there is a continuous comparison of 
the line conductor voltages in case of a delta connection and of the phase voltages in case of a star connection with the preset limit

Values.

1.1) Under / Over voltage  (27/59)
Two thresholds are available for each function: each one can be independently activated or deactivated. For under / over voltage 
protections settings Refer table 3.

Block on under voltage (UlossBlk) in case of power failure is user selectable. if it is enable then for <10% of Un (Power Failure) under 
voltage protection will be blocked.

1.2) Zero Sequence Over voltage (Neutral Displacement) (59N) 
CSEPRO-F relays will operate from the zero sequence over voltage functions according to the VT configuration

 VT configuration=3Vpn + Vr, then the [59N] will operate based on the residual voltage measured on the relay terminals (Refer figure 7 
for connection diagram)

 VT configuration = 3Vpn, then [59N] will operate based on the zero sequence voltage

    
U0 = 1/3| (UL1+ UL2 + UL3) |   calculated internally.

      
1.3) Negative Sequence over voltage (47)
This function is based on the negative-sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally and displayed on the screen of 
the front panel: It is designed to detect any voltage unbalance condition.

    
U2=1/3| (UL1+a2UL2+aUL3)|

for negative sequence over voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

1.4) Positive Sequence Under voltage 
This function is based on the positive phase sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally.

    
U1=1/3|(UL1+aUL2+a2UL3)|

For positive sequence under voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

2) Trip Circuit Supervision (74TC)
This feature detects any anomalies in the circuit with the switch open or close. It detects trip circuit supply failure of circuit breaker, tripping 
mechanism failure like circuit breaker contact degeneration in wires, contacts and coils. Refer table–2 for this protections settings.

Automation
Protection Function Locking
Each protection function can be locked via a digital input as selected and assigned in HMI. 
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1) Voltage Protection
The relay is equipped with an independent over, 2 step over (U>, U>>) and under voltage supervision (U<, U<<)simultaneously with 
separately adjustable tripping values and delay times. Voltage measuring is 3-phase. In this process there is a continuous comparison of 
the line conductor voltages in case of a delta connection and of the phase voltages in case of a star connection with the preset limit

Values.

1.1) Under / Over voltage  (27/59)
Two thresholds are available for each function: each one can be independently activated or deactivated. For under / over voltage 
protections settings Refer table 3.

Block on under voltage (UlossBlk) in case of power failure is user selectable. if it is enable then for <10% of Un (Power Failure) under 
voltage protection will be blocked.

1.2) Zero Sequence Over voltage (Neutral Displacement) (59N) 
CSEPRO-F relays will operate from the zero sequence over voltage functions according to the VT configuration

 VT configuration=3Vpn + Vr, then the [59N] will operate based on the residual voltage measured on the relay terminals (Refer figure 7 
for connection diagram)

 VT configuration = 3Vpn, then [59N] will operate based on the zero sequence voltage

    
U0 = 1/3| (UL1+ UL2 + UL3) |   calculated internally.

      
1.3) Negative Sequence over voltage (47)
This function is based on the negative-sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally and displayed on the screen of 
the front panel: It is designed to detect any voltage unbalance condition.

    
U2=1/3| (UL1+a2UL2+aUL3)|

for negative sequence over voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

1.4) Positive Sequence Under voltage 
This function is based on the positive phase sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally.

    
U1=1/3|(UL1+aUL2+a2UL3)|

For positive sequence under voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

2) Trip Circuit Supervision (74TC)
This feature detects any anomalies in the circuit with the switch open or close. It detects trip circuit supply failure of circuit breaker, tripping 
mechanism failure like circuit breaker contact degeneration in wires, contacts and coils. Refer table–2 for this protections settings.

Automation
Protection Function Locking
Each protection function can be locked via a digital input as selected and assigned in HMI. 
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1) Voltage Protection
The relay is equipped with an independent over, 2 step over (U>, U>>) and under voltage supervision (U<, U<<)simultaneously with 
separately adjustable tripping values and delay times. Voltage measuring is 3-phase. In this process there is a continuous comparison of 
the line conductor voltages in case of a delta connection and of the phase voltages in case of a star connection with the preset limit

Values.

1.1) Under / Over voltage  (27/59)
Two thresholds are available for each function: each one can be independently activated or deactivated. For under / over voltage 
protections settings Refer table 3.

Block on under voltage (UlossBlk) in case of power failure is user selectable. if it is enable then for <10% of Un (Power Failure) under 
voltage protection will be blocked.

1.2) Zero Sequence Over voltage (Neutral Displacement) (59N) 
CSEPRO-F relays will operate from the zero sequence over voltage functions according to the VT configuration

 VT configuration=3Vpn + Vr, then the [59N] will operate based on the residual voltage measured on the relay terminals (Refer figure 7 
for connection diagram)

 VT configuration = 3Vpn, then [59N] will operate based on the zero sequence voltage

    
U0 = 1/3| (UL1+ UL2 + UL3) |   calculated internally.

      
1.3) Negative Sequence over voltage (47)
This function is based on the negative-sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally and displayed on the screen of 
the front panel: It is designed to detect any voltage unbalance condition.

    
U2=1/3| (UL1+a2UL2+aUL3)|

for negative sequence over voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

1.4) Positive Sequence Under voltage 
This function is based on the positive phase sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally.

    
U1=1/3|(UL1+aUL2+a2UL3)|

For positive sequence under voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

2) Trip Circuit Supervision (74TC)
This feature detects any anomalies in the circuit with the switch open or close. It detects trip circuit supply failure of circuit breaker, tripping 
mechanism failure like circuit breaker contact degeneration in wires, contacts and coils. Refer table–2 for this protections settings.

Automation
Protection Function Locking
Each protection function can be locked via a digital input as selected and assigned in HMI. 
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1) Voltage Protection
The relay is equipped with an independent over, 2 step over (U>, U>>) and under voltage supervision (U<, U<<)simultaneously with 
separately adjustable tripping values and delay times. Voltage measuring is 3-phase. In this process there is a continuous comparison of 
the line conductor voltages in case of a delta connection and of the phase voltages in case of a star connection with the preset limit

Values.

1.1) Under / Over voltage  (27/59)
Two thresholds are available for each function: each one can be independently activated or deactivated. For under / over voltage 
protections settings Refer table 3.

Block on under voltage (UlossBlk) in case of power failure is user selectable. if it is enable then for <10% of Un (Power Failure) under 
voltage protection will be blocked.

1.2) Zero Sequence Over voltage (Neutral Displacement) (59N) 
CSEPRO-F relays will operate from the zero sequence over voltage functions according to the VT configuration

 VT configuration=3Vpn + Vr, then the [59N] will operate based on the residual voltage measured on the relay terminals (Refer figure 7 
for connection diagram)

 VT configuration = 3Vpn, then [59N] will operate based on the zero sequence voltage

    
U0 = 1/3| (UL1+ UL2 + UL3) |   calculated internally.

      
1.3) Negative Sequence over voltage (47)
This function is based on the negative-sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally and displayed on the screen of 
the front panel: It is designed to detect any voltage unbalance condition.

    
U2=1/3| (UL1+a2UL2+aUL3)|

for negative sequence over voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

1.4) Positive Sequence Under voltage 
This function is based on the positive phase sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally.

    
U1=1/3|(UL1+aUL2+a2UL3)|

For positive sequence under voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

2) Trip Circuit Supervision (74TC)
This feature detects any anomalies in the circuit with the switch open or close. It detects trip circuit supply failure of circuit breaker, tripping 
mechanism failure like circuit breaker contact degeneration in wires, contacts and coils. Refer table–2 for this protections settings.

Automation
Protection Function Locking
Each protection function can be locked via a digital input as selected and assigned in HMI. 
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1) Voltage Protection
The relay is equipped with an independent over, 2 step over (U>, U>>) and under voltage supervision (U<, U<<)simultaneously with 
separately adjustable tripping values and delay times. Voltage measuring is 3-phase. In this process there is a continuous comparison of 
the line conductor voltages in case of a delta connection and of the phase voltages in case of a star connection with the preset limit

Values.

1.1) Under / Over voltage  (27/59)
Two thresholds are available for each function: each one can be independently activated or deactivated. For under / over voltage 
protections settings Refer table 3.

Block on under voltage (UlossBlk) in case of power failure is user selectable. if it is enable then for <10% of Un (Power Failure) under 
voltage protection will be blocked.

1.2) Zero Sequence Over voltage (Neutral Displacement) (59N) 
CSEPRO-F relays will operate from the zero sequence over voltage functions according to the VT configuration

 VT configuration=3Vpn + Vr, then the [59N] will operate based on the residual voltage measured on the relay terminals (Refer figure 7 
for connection diagram)

 VT configuration = 3Vpn, then [59N] will operate based on the zero sequence voltage

    
U0 = 1/3| (UL1+ UL2 + UL3) |   calculated internally.

      
1.3) Negative Sequence over voltage (47)
This function is based on the negative-sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally and displayed on the screen of 
the front panel: It is designed to detect any voltage unbalance condition.

    
U2=1/3| (UL1+a2UL2+aUL3)|

for negative sequence over voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

1.4) Positive Sequence Under voltage 
This function is based on the positive phase sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally.

    
U1=1/3|(UL1+aUL2+a2UL3)|

For positive sequence under voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

2) Trip Circuit Supervision (74TC)
This feature detects any anomalies in the circuit with the switch open or close. It detects trip circuit supply failure of circuit breaker, tripping 
mechanism failure like circuit breaker contact degeneration in wires, contacts and coils. Refer table–2 for this protections settings.

Automation
Protection Function Locking
Each protection function can be locked via a digital input as selected and assigned in HMI. 
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1) Voltage Protection
The relay is equipped with an independent over, 2 step over (U>, U>>) and under voltage supervision (U<, U<<)simultaneously with 
separately adjustable tripping values and delay times. Voltage measuring is 3-phase. In this process there is a continuous comparison of 
the line conductor voltages in case of a delta connection and of the phase voltages in case of a star connection with the preset limit

Values.

1.1) Under / Over voltage  (27/59)
Two thresholds are available for each function: each one can be independently activated or deactivated. For under / over voltage 
protections settings Refer table 3.

Block on under voltage (UlossBlk) in case of power failure is user selectable. if it is enable then for <10% of Un (Power Failure) under 
voltage protection will be blocked.

1.2) Zero Sequence Over voltage (Neutral Displacement) (59N) 
CSEPRO-F relays will operate from the zero sequence over voltage functions according to the VT configuration

 VT configuration=3Vpn + Vr, then the [59N] will operate based on the residual voltage measured on the relay terminals (Refer figure 7 
for connection diagram)

 VT configuration = 3Vpn, then [59N] will operate based on the zero sequence voltage

    
U0 = 1/3| (UL1+ UL2 + UL3) |   calculated internally.

      
1.3) Negative Sequence over voltage (47)
This function is based on the negative-sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally and displayed on the screen of 
the front panel: It is designed to detect any voltage unbalance condition.

    
U2=1/3| (UL1+a2UL2+aUL3)|

for negative sequence over voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

1.4) Positive Sequence Under voltage 
This function is based on the positive phase sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally.

    
U1=1/3|(UL1+aUL2+a2UL3)|

For positive sequence under voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

2) Trip Circuit Supervision (74TC)
This feature detects any anomalies in the circuit with the switch open or close. It detects trip circuit supply failure of circuit breaker, tripping 
mechanism failure like circuit breaker contact degeneration in wires, contacts and coils. Refer table–2 for this protections settings.

Automation
Protection Function Locking
Each protection function can be locked via a digital input as selected and assigned in HMI. 
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1) Voltage Protection
The relay is equipped with an independent over, 2 step over (U>, U>>) and under voltage supervision (U<, U<<)simultaneously with 
separately adjustable tripping values and delay times. Voltage measuring is 3-phase. In this process there is a continuous comparison of 
the line conductor voltages in case of a delta connection and of the phase voltages in case of a star connection with the preset limit

Values.

1.1) Under / Over voltage  (27/59)
Two thresholds are available for each function: each one can be independently activated or deactivated. For under / over voltage 
protections settings Refer table 3.

Block on under voltage (UlossBlk) in case of power failure is user selectable. if it is enable then for <10% of Un (Power Failure) under 
voltage protection will be blocked.

1.2) Zero Sequence Over voltage (Neutral Displacement) (59N) 
CSEPRO-F relays will operate from the zero sequence over voltage functions according to the VT configuration

 VT configuration=3Vpn + Vr, then the [59N] will operate based on the residual voltage measured on the relay terminals (Refer figure 7 
for connection diagram)

 VT configuration = 3Vpn, then [59N] will operate based on the zero sequence voltage

    
U0 = 1/3| (UL1+ UL2 + UL3) |   calculated internally.

      
1.3) Negative Sequence over voltage (47)
This function is based on the negative-sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally and displayed on the screen of 
the front panel: It is designed to detect any voltage unbalance condition.

    
U2=1/3| (UL1+a2UL2+aUL3)|

for negative sequence over voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

1.4) Positive Sequence Under voltage 
This function is based on the positive phase sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally.

    
U1=1/3|(UL1+aUL2+a2UL3)|

For positive sequence under voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

2) Trip Circuit Supervision (74TC)
This feature detects any anomalies in the circuit with the switch open or close. It detects trip circuit supply failure of circuit breaker, tripping 
mechanism failure like circuit breaker contact degeneration in wires, contacts and coils. Refer table–2 for this protections settings.

Automation
Protection Function Locking
Each protection function can be locked via a digital input as selected and assigned in HMI. 
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1) Voltage Protection
The relay is equipped with an independent over, 2 step over (U>, U>>) and under voltage supervision (U<, U<<)simultaneously with 
separately adjustable tripping values and delay times. Voltage measuring is 3-phase. In this process there is a continuous comparison of 
the line conductor voltages in case of a delta connection and of the phase voltages in case of a star connection with the preset limit

Values.

1.1) Under / Over voltage  (27/59)
Two thresholds are available for each function: each one can be independently activated or deactivated. For under / over voltage 
protections settings Refer table 3.

Block on under voltage (UlossBlk) in case of power failure is user selectable. if it is enable then for <10% of Un (Power Failure) under 
voltage protection will be blocked.

1.2) Zero Sequence Over voltage (Neutral Displacement) (59N) 
CSEPRO-F relays will operate from the zero sequence over voltage functions according to the VT configuration

 VT configuration=3Vpn + Vr, then the [59N] will operate based on the residual voltage measured on the relay terminals (Refer figure 7 
for connection diagram)

 VT configuration = 3Vpn, then [59N] will operate based on the zero sequence voltage

    
U0 = 1/3| (UL1+ UL2 + UL3) |   calculated internally.

      
1.3) Negative Sequence over voltage (47)
This function is based on the negative-sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally and displayed on the screen of 
the front panel: It is designed to detect any voltage unbalance condition.

    
U2=1/3| (UL1+a2UL2+aUL3)|

for negative sequence over voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

1.4) Positive Sequence Under voltage 
This function is based on the positive phase sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally.

    
U1=1/3|(UL1+aUL2+a2UL3)|

For positive sequence under voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

2) Trip Circuit Supervision (74TC)
This feature detects any anomalies in the circuit with the switch open or close. It detects trip circuit supply failure of circuit breaker, tripping 
mechanism failure like circuit breaker contact degeneration in wires, contacts and coils. Refer table–2 for this protections settings.

Automation
Protection Function Locking
Each protection function can be locked via a digital input as selected and assigned in HMI. 
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1) Voltage Protection
The relay is equipped with an independent over, 2 step over (U>, U>>) and under voltage supervision (U<, U<<)simultaneously with 
separately adjustable tripping values and delay times. Voltage measuring is 3-phase. In this process there is a continuous comparison of 
the line conductor voltages in case of a delta connection and of the phase voltages in case of a star connection with the preset limit

Values.

1.1) Under / Over voltage  (27/59)
Two thresholds are available for each function: each one can be independently activated or deactivated. For under / over voltage 
protections settings Refer table 3.

Block on under voltage (UlossBlk) in case of power failure is user selectable. if it is enable then for <10% of Un (Power Failure) under 
voltage protection will be blocked.

1.2) Zero Sequence Over voltage (Neutral Displacement) (59N) 
CSEPRO-F relays will operate from the zero sequence over voltage functions according to the VT configuration

 VT configuration=3Vpn + Vr, then the [59N] will operate based on the residual voltage measured on the relay terminals (Refer figure 7 
for connection diagram)

 VT configuration = 3Vpn, then [59N] will operate based on the zero sequence voltage

    
U0 = 1/3| (UL1+ UL2 + UL3) |   calculated internally.

      
1.3) Negative Sequence over voltage (47)
This function is based on the negative-sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally and displayed on the screen of 
the front panel: It is designed to detect any voltage unbalance condition.

    
U2=1/3| (UL1+a2UL2+aUL3)|

for negative sequence over voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

1.4) Positive Sequence Under voltage 
This function is based on the positive phase sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally.

    
U1=1/3|(UL1+aUL2+a2UL3)|

For positive sequence under voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

2) Trip Circuit Supervision (74TC)
This feature detects any anomalies in the circuit with the switch open or close. It detects trip circuit supply failure of circuit breaker, tripping 
mechanism failure like circuit breaker contact degeneration in wires, contacts and coils. Refer table–2 for this protections settings.

Automation
Protection Function Locking
Each protection function can be locked via a digital input as selected and assigned in HMI. 
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1) Voltage Protection
The relay is equipped with an independent over, 2 step over (U>, U>>) and under voltage supervision (U<, U<<)simultaneously with 
separately adjustable tripping values and delay times. Voltage measuring is 3-phase. In this process there is a continuous comparison of 
the line conductor voltages in case of a delta connection and of the phase voltages in case of a star connection with the preset limit

Values.

1.1) Under / Over voltage  (27/59)
Two thresholds are available for each function: each one can be independently activated or deactivated. For under / over voltage 
protections settings Refer table 3.

Block on under voltage (UlossBlk) in case of power failure is user selectable. if it is enable then for <10% of Un (Power Failure) under 
voltage protection will be blocked.

1.2) Zero Sequence Over voltage (Neutral Displacement) (59N) 
CSEPRO-F relays will operate from the zero sequence over voltage functions according to the VT configuration

 VT configuration=3Vpn + Vr, then the [59N] will operate based on the residual voltage measured on the relay terminals (Refer figure 7 
for connection diagram)

 VT configuration = 3Vpn, then [59N] will operate based on the zero sequence voltage

    
U0 = 1/3| (UL1+ UL2 + UL3) |   calculated internally.

      
1.3) Negative Sequence over voltage (47)
This function is based on the negative-sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally and displayed on the screen of 
the front panel: It is designed to detect any voltage unbalance condition.

    
U2=1/3| (UL1+a2UL2+aUL3)|

for negative sequence over voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

1.4) Positive Sequence Under voltage 
This function is based on the positive phase sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally.

    
U1=1/3|(UL1+aUL2+a2UL3)|

For positive sequence under voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

2) Trip Circuit Supervision (74TC)
This feature detects any anomalies in the circuit with the switch open or close. It detects trip circuit supply failure of circuit breaker, tripping 
mechanism failure like circuit breaker contact degeneration in wires, contacts and coils. Refer table–2 for this protections settings.

Automation
Protection Function Locking
Each protection function can be locked via a digital input as selected and assigned in HMI. 
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1) Voltage Protection
The relay is equipped with an independent over, 2 step over (U>, U>>) and under voltage supervision (U<, U<<)simultaneously with 
separately adjustable tripping values and delay times. Voltage measuring is 3-phase. In this process there is a continuous comparison of 
the line conductor voltages in case of a delta connection and of the phase voltages in case of a star connection with the preset limit

Values.

1.1) Under / Over voltage  (27/59)
Two thresholds are available for each function: each one can be independently activated or deactivated. For under / over voltage 
protections settings Refer table 3.

Block on under voltage (UlossBlk) in case of power failure is user selectable. if it is enable then for <10% of Un (Power Failure) under 
voltage protection will be blocked.

1.2) Zero Sequence Over voltage (Neutral Displacement) (59N) 
CSEPRO-F relays will operate from the zero sequence over voltage functions according to the VT configuration

 VT configuration=3Vpn + Vr, then the [59N] will operate based on the residual voltage measured on the relay terminals (Refer figure 7 
for connection diagram)

 VT configuration = 3Vpn, then [59N] will operate based on the zero sequence voltage

    
U0 = 1/3| (UL1+ UL2 + UL3) |   calculated internally.

      
1.3) Negative Sequence over voltage (47)
This function is based on the negative-sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally and displayed on the screen of 
the front panel: It is designed to detect any voltage unbalance condition.

    
U2=1/3| (UL1+a2UL2+aUL3)|

for negative sequence over voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

1.4) Positive Sequence Under voltage 
This function is based on the positive phase sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally.

    
U1=1/3|(UL1+aUL2+a2UL3)|

For positive sequence under voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

2) Trip Circuit Supervision (74TC)
This feature detects any anomalies in the circuit with the switch open or close. It detects trip circuit supply failure of circuit breaker, tripping 
mechanism failure like circuit breaker contact degeneration in wires, contacts and coils. Refer table–2 for this protections settings.

Automation
Protection Function Locking
Each protection function can be locked via a digital input as selected and assigned in HMI. 
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1) Voltage Protection
The relay is equipped with an independent over, 2 step over (U>, U>>) and under voltage supervision (U<, U<<)simultaneously with 
separately adjustable tripping values and delay times. Voltage measuring is 3-phase. In this process there is a continuous comparison of 
the line conductor voltages in case of a delta connection and of the phase voltages in case of a star connection with the preset limit

Values.

1.1) Under / Over voltage  (27/59)
Two thresholds are available for each function: each one can be independently activated or deactivated. For under / over voltage 
protections settings Refer table 3.

Block on under voltage (UlossBlk) in case of power failure is user selectable. if it is enable then for <10% of Un (Power Failure) under 
voltage protection will be blocked.

1.2) Zero Sequence Over voltage (Neutral Displacement) (59N) 
CSEPRO-F relays will operate from the zero sequence over voltage functions according to the VT configuration

 VT configuration=3Vpn + Vr, then the [59N] will operate based on the residual voltage measured on the relay terminals (Refer figure 7 
for connection diagram)

 VT configuration = 3Vpn, then [59N] will operate based on the zero sequence voltage

    
U0 = 1/3| (UL1+ UL2 + UL3) |   calculated internally.

      
1.3) Negative Sequence over voltage (47)
This function is based on the negative-sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally and displayed on the screen of 
the front panel: It is designed to detect any voltage unbalance condition.

    
U2=1/3| (UL1+a2UL2+aUL3)|

for negative sequence over voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

1.4) Positive Sequence Under voltage 
This function is based on the positive phase sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally.

    
U1=1/3|(UL1+aUL2+a2UL3)|

For positive sequence under voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

2) Trip Circuit Supervision (74TC)
This feature detects any anomalies in the circuit with the switch open or close. It detects trip circuit supply failure of circuit breaker, tripping 
mechanism failure like circuit breaker contact degeneration in wires, contacts and coils. Refer table–2 for this protections settings.

Automation
Protection Function Locking
Each protection function can be locked via a digital input as selected and assigned in HMI. 
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1) Voltage Protection
The relay is equipped with an independent over, 2 step over (U>, U>>) and under voltage supervision (U<, U<<)simultaneously with 
separately adjustable tripping values and delay times. Voltage measuring is 3-phase. In this process there is a continuous comparison of 
the line conductor voltages in case of a delta connection and of the phase voltages in case of a star connection with the preset limit

Values.

1.1) Under / Over voltage  (27/59)
Two thresholds are available for each function: each one can be independently activated or deactivated. For under / over voltage 
protections settings Refer table 3.

Block on under voltage (UlossBlk) in case of power failure is user selectable. if it is enable then for <10% of Un (Power Failure) under 
voltage protection will be blocked.

1.2) Zero Sequence Over voltage (Neutral Displacement) (59N) 
CSEPRO-F relays will operate from the zero sequence over voltage functions according to the VT configuration

 VT configuration=3Vpn + Vr, then the [59N] will operate based on the residual voltage measured on the relay terminals (Refer figure 7 
for connection diagram)

 VT configuration = 3Vpn, then [59N] will operate based on the zero sequence voltage

    
U0 = 1/3| (UL1+ UL2 + UL3) |   calculated internally.

      
1.3) Negative Sequence over voltage (47)
This function is based on the negative-sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally and displayed on the screen of 
the front panel: It is designed to detect any voltage unbalance condition.

    
U2=1/3| (UL1+a2UL2+aUL3)|

for negative sequence over voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

1.4) Positive Sequence Under voltage 
This function is based on the positive phase sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally.

    
U1=1/3|(UL1+aUL2+a2UL3)|

For positive sequence under voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

2) Trip Circuit Supervision (74TC)
This feature detects any anomalies in the circuit with the switch open or close. It detects trip circuit supply failure of circuit breaker, tripping 
mechanism failure like circuit breaker contact degeneration in wires, contacts and coils. Refer table–2 for this protections settings.

Automation
Protection Function Locking
Each protection function can be locked via a digital input as selected and assigned in HMI. 











CT Inputs    - 4 4 4 - 4

VT Inputs    4 - 3 3 4 4

Opto Inputs (Max)   4 6 6 6 6 6

Output Contacts (Max)   4 6 6 6 6 6

Function Keys/Hot Keys         

Programming Logic    -      

      

3 Phase Over-Current  50/51P  -    - 

Ground Fault  50/51N  -    - 

Phase Directional  67P  - - -  - -

Ground Fault Directional  67N  - - -  - -

Sensitive Earth Fault  50/51SN - - - - - -

Restricted Earth Fault  64 -    - 

Voltage Controlled Over-Current  51V  - -   - 

Negative Sequence Over-Current  46 -    - 

Thermal Over-Load  49 -    - 

Under-Current  37 -    - 

Over/Under Voltage  27/59   -    

Residual Over-Voltage  59N   -    

Negative Sequence Over-Voltage  47  -    

Over/Under Frequency  81O/U  - - - -  

Rate of change of Frequency  81R  - - - -  

Circuit Breaker Failure  50BF       

Auto Reclose  79 -    - 

Broken Conductor  46BC  -    - 

Cold Load Pick-up    -    - 

Inrush Blocking    -    - 

Trip Circuit Supervision  74TC       



Front (USB)        

RS-485 Modbus        

Modbus on Fiber Optics             

RJ-45 Modbus TCP/IP            

IEC 60870-5-103 on Fiber Optics            

RJ-45 IEC 60870-5-101            

RS-485 IEC 60870-5-103            

RJ-45 IEC 61850            

SNTP-Time Synch RJ-45            

Web Server on RJ-45            

Optional-Based on ordering information.  
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1) Voltage Protection
The relay is equipped with an independent over, 2 step over (U>, U>>) and under voltage supervision (U<, U<<)simultaneously with 
separately adjustable tripping values and delay times. Voltage measuring is 3-phase. In this process there is a continuous comparison of 
the line conductor voltages in case of a delta connection and of the phase voltages in case of a star connection with the preset limit

Values.

1.1) Under / Over voltage  (27/59)
Two thresholds are available for each function: each one can be independently activated or deactivated. For under / over voltage 
protections settings Refer table 3.

Block on under voltage (UlossBlk) in case of power failure is user selectable. if it is enable then for <10% of Un (Power Failure) under 
voltage protection will be blocked.

1.2) Zero Sequence Over voltage (Neutral Displacement) (59N) 
CSEPRO-F relays will operate from the zero sequence over voltage functions according to the VT configuration

 VT configuration=3Vpn + Vr, then the [59N] will operate based on the residual voltage measured on the relay terminals (Refer figure 7 
for connection diagram)

 VT configuration = 3Vpn, then [59N] will operate based on the zero sequence voltage

    
U0 = 1/3| (UL1+ UL2 + UL3) |   calculated internally.

      
1.3) Negative Sequence over voltage (47)
This function is based on the negative-sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally and displayed on the screen of 
the front panel: It is designed to detect any voltage unbalance condition.

    
U2=1/3| (UL1+a2UL2+aUL3)|

for negative sequence over voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

1.4) Positive Sequence Under voltage 
This function is based on the positive phase sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally.

    
U1=1/3|(UL1+aUL2+a2UL3)|

For positive sequence under voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

2) Trip Circuit Supervision (74TC)
This feature detects any anomalies in the circuit with the switch open or close. It detects trip circuit supply failure of circuit breaker, tripping 
mechanism failure like circuit breaker contact degeneration in wires, contacts and coils. Refer table–2 for this protections settings.

Automation
Protection Function Locking
Each protection function can be locked via a digital input as selected and assigned in HMI. 
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1) Voltage Protection
The relay is equipped with an independent over, 2 step over (U>, U>>) and under voltage supervision (U<, U<<)simultaneously with 
separately adjustable tripping values and delay times. Voltage measuring is 3-phase. In this process there is a continuous comparison of 
the line conductor voltages in case of a delta connection and of the phase voltages in case of a star connection with the preset limit

Values.

1.1) Under / Over voltage  (27/59)
Two thresholds are available for each function: each one can be independently activated or deactivated. For under / over voltage 
protections settings Refer table 3.

Block on under voltage (UlossBlk) in case of power failure is user selectable. if it is enable then for <10% of Un (Power Failure) under 
voltage protection will be blocked.

1.2) Zero Sequence Over voltage (Neutral Displacement) (59N) 
CSEPRO-F relays will operate from the zero sequence over voltage functions according to the VT configuration

 VT configuration=3Vpn + Vr, then the [59N] will operate based on the residual voltage measured on the relay terminals (Refer figure 7 
for connection diagram)

 VT configuration = 3Vpn, then [59N] will operate based on the zero sequence voltage

    
U0 = 1/3| (UL1+ UL2 + UL3) |   calculated internally.

      
1.3) Negative Sequence over voltage (47)
This function is based on the negative-sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally and displayed on the screen of 
the front panel: It is designed to detect any voltage unbalance condition.

    
U2=1/3| (UL1+a2UL2+aUL3)|

for negative sequence over voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

1.4) Positive Sequence Under voltage 
This function is based on the positive phase sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally.

    
U1=1/3|(UL1+aUL2+a2UL3)|

For positive sequence under voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

2) Trip Circuit Supervision (74TC)
This feature detects any anomalies in the circuit with the switch open or close. It detects trip circuit supply failure of circuit breaker, tripping 
mechanism failure like circuit breaker contact degeneration in wires, contacts and coils. Refer table–2 for this protections settings.

Automation
Protection Function Locking
Each protection function can be locked via a digital input as selected and assigned in HMI. 









   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   






















  

 

CSEPRO-F

1) Voltage Protection
The relay is equipped with an independent over, 2 step over (U>, U>>) and under voltage supervision (U<, U<<)simultaneously with 
separately adjustable tripping values and delay times. Voltage measuring is 3-phase. In this process there is a continuous comparison of 
the line conductor voltages in case of a delta connection and of the phase voltages in case of a star connection with the preset limit

Values.

1.1) Under / Over voltage  (27/59)
Two thresholds are available for each function: each one can be independently activated or deactivated. For under / over voltage 
protections settings Refer table 3.

Block on under voltage (UlossBlk) in case of power failure is user selectable. if it is enable then for <10% of Un (Power Failure) under 
voltage protection will be blocked.

1.2) Zero Sequence Over voltage (Neutral Displacement) (59N) 
CSEPRO-F relays will operate from the zero sequence over voltage functions according to the VT configuration

 VT configuration=3Vpn + Vr, then the [59N] will operate based on the residual voltage measured on the relay terminals (Refer figure 7 
for connection diagram)

 VT configuration = 3Vpn, then [59N] will operate based on the zero sequence voltage

    
U0 = 1/3| (UL1+ UL2 + UL3) |   calculated internally.

      
1.3) Negative Sequence over voltage (47)
This function is based on the negative-sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally and displayed on the screen of 
the front panel: It is designed to detect any voltage unbalance condition.

    
U2=1/3| (UL1+a2UL2+aUL3)|

for negative sequence over voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

1.4) Positive Sequence Under voltage 
This function is based on the positive phase sequence component of the voltage, which is calculated internally.

    
U1=1/3|(UL1+aUL2+a2UL3)|

For positive sequence under voltage protections settings Refer Table 4.

2) Trip Circuit Supervision (74TC)
This feature detects any anomalies in the circuit with the switch open or close. It detects trip circuit supply failure of circuit breaker, tripping 
mechanism failure like circuit breaker contact degeneration in wires, contacts and coils. Refer table–2 for this protections settings.

Automation
Protection Function Locking
Each protection function can be locked via a digital input as selected and assigned in HMI. 






